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MIGRATION SE PRO

Across Asia Pacific, the pace of work has changed.
Leading organisations are looking for ways to support
highly collaborative work across diverse and crossdisciplinary agile teams. A holistic approach to the
whole work environment provides work tools and
settings to help teams transition between collaborative
‘we’ work and focused ‘me’ work, allowing creation
and innovation to flourish at greater speed.
The foundation for a dynamic collaborative work place
is the team bench. Height adjustable workstations
invite postural changes to support an innovative and
collaborative workforce with better wellbeing.
As work and life continue to integrate, productive
work environments are welcoming, colourful and
informal, with a diverse mix of soft furniture settings
designed to encourage social connection and build
trust between colleagues.
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“The health of any organisation
is dependent on the wellbeing
of its most important asset –
its employees.”
LYNNE SULLIVAN
Director, Steelcase Wellbeing Consulting

Meet
Migration
SE Pro
Migration SE Pro is Steelcase’s next generation heightadjustable desking platform. Improved performance and
a wide selection of structural and technical components
set a new standard in flexible dynamic planning. Its
curated selection of finishes will contribute to a unique,
tailored expression in the workplace.
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Designed for
wellbeing
Regular movement throughout the day is known
to bring benefits to the health, happiness and
performance of people at work. Height-adjustable
benching lets teams sit together, while individuals
can take control of their own work surface height.

Engineered for
smooth transitions
Standing posture helps smooth transitions between
focused and collaborative work modes. Raising or
lowering the work surface can help shift gears when
changing tasks, while spontaneous interactions allow
colleagues to solve problems and learn from each other.
Standing height postures are beneficial in stimulating
new ideas, connections and creative thinking, as
well as for eye-to-eye discussions with teammates.
Brainstorming and sharing in an active posture will
energise engagement.
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Plan for
flexibility
With more modular freedom than ever, Migration
SE Pro offers the flexibility to evolve your workplace
strategy over time. Curate your own space by mixing
soft settings and workstations to create a diverse
work environment that suits every work mode.
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Silent and powerful

Create your
own team
space
Teams clustered together can share stronger
connections and work more efficiently and
harmoniously. Bundle Migration SE Pro desks
with Diversal spine to create a dynamic team
zone. By nesting collaborative work tools in close
proximity to individual spaces you will support
the transition from “me” work to “we”work mode.

The new motor enables a smooth,
seamless and remarkably silent
transition between postures. The
controller can also store four
different posture settings, ensuring
ease of adjustments.

Advanced
anti-collision
technology
Re-engineered for enhanced safety
and stability, the anti-collision sensor
detects any change in angle from
any point on the work surface to
rebound on contact with objects
below the desk.

Robust stability
The refined understructure is
visually lighter, yet has improved
structural integrity due to new
connection points, that make
Migration SE Pro more sturdy than
ever – suitable for heavy daily use
and multiple reconfigurations.

Shielding the team with settings that help
increase visual and acoustic privacy will
enhance focus and define the team’s work
zone, creating a sense of belonging.
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Multi-purpose
meeting spaces
Whether teammates are brainstorming on their feet
or retreating to process ideas, Migration SE Pro
desks can be used to create a break-out space to
host spontaneous meetings, completing a dynamic
team hub.

Use mobile digital and analog work tools
to transform an open meeting table into
a high-performance team collaboration
space.
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Cable management

A touchdown
bench for
nomadic workers
Modern workspaces thrive on the ebb and flow of
teams that are constantly on the move. Migration SE Pro 		
can be configured as touchdown benching, welcoming 		
mobile workers and helping them settle.

More choice of components brings
greater flexibility in integrated cable
management. Choose from new
metal cable trays or a metal and
PET hybrid – all are available in
varying depths to support hard or
soft wiring, with options for cable
segregation, where required.

Dock and store
The flip-top cover on the work
surface can be used to dock
and charge mobile devices and
tablets, allowing easy viewing and
minimising disruptions.

Sarto screens
For added privacy, shield
workstations with Sarto screens in
a range of colours and textiles. The
finish option of SartoRaw blends
sustainable material choice with
minimal material usage.

For high-performance touchdown spaces,
complete the zone by adding access to
settings for privacy.
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Tailored
expression
Creative expression injects inspiration and energy
into the workplace. Choose round legs for a softer
look or rectangular legs to define stronger lines. An
extended selection of work surfaces and a fresh palette
of colours also help Migration SE Pro to harmonise with
soft settings in your team neighbourhoods, creating a
welcoming work environment.

Approachable design
You will appreciate the attention that has gone into
refining every detail, aesthetically and structurally.
Migration SE Pro integrates contoured, soft rounded
curves and harmonious arcs throughout its design –
from structural elements, columns and feet, to radius
corners on worksurfaces.
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Features
summary

Silent and powerful

Approachable design

Sarto screens

Cable management

A powerful new digital motor makes smooth,
seamless, and silent transition between postures
and the controller can store four different posture
settings.

Contoured, soft rounded curves and harmonious
arcs contribute to a welcoming work environment.

For added privacy and a soft welcoming experience,
shield workstations with Sarto screens in a range of
colours and material finishes.

More choice of components brings greater flexibility
in cable management, with new metal cable trays or
a metal and PET hybrid in a range of depths.

Advanced anti-collision
technology

Robust stability
The refined understructure is visually lighter, yet
sturdier than ever.

The anti-collision sensor protects even light
equipment from accidental knocks. A highly
sensitive new mechanism detects any change
in angle, from any point on the work surface.
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Statement of Line
Cable management
Migration SE Pro Desk

Migration SE Pro Dual Sided Bench

Migration SE Pro Single Sided Bench
(Egress)

Basic Range: 720-1180mm

Basic Range: 720-1180mm

Extended Range: 650-1250mm

Extended Range: 650-1250mm

Basic Range: 720-1180mm

Fixed Height: 720mm

Fixed Height: 720mm

Extended Range: 650-1250mm

Depth: 700, 750, 800, 900mm

Depth: 700, 750, 800, 900mm

Fixed Height: 720mm

Width: 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800mm

Width: 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800mm

Depth: 700, 750, 800, 900mm
Width: 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800mm

Simple upper tray

Metal upper tray

Metal/PET hybrid upper tray

Basic capacity
cable trough

Cable chain with
floor infeed

Cable chain from
trough to upper tray

Cable chain
for desk

Vertical riser

Sarto hanging screen

Sarto fixed screen
for singled sided

Reduced capaity
cable trough

Expanded capacity
cable trough

Worksurface

Rounded corners

Square corners

Accessories

Leg column option

Round

Rectangle

Sarto fixed center
screen

Support structure

Desk
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Controller options

Single sided bench (Egress)

Dual sided bench

4 Preset User Interface

Up/Down Controller
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Surface Materials
Paint
Neutral

Accent
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Laminate

Fabric

PET

Cogent
Connect

Coconut

Root beer		
		

Onyx

Ivy green

Canary

Quicksilver

Slate

Maple

Grey

Turmeric

Graphite

Night
owl

Merle

Acacia

Dark grey

Tangerine

Licorice		
		

Truffle

Black

Clear walnut

Saffron

Graphite
walnut

Scarlet

Merlot

Merle

Lipstick

Pink
lemonade

Aubergine

Silver

Maya blue

Persimonn

Jungle

Warm elm

Blue jay

Peach

Lagoon

Grey oak

Lagoon

Cherry

Peacock

Royal blue

Scarlett

Honey

Blueprint

Saffron

Saffron

Sailor

Sprout

Concord

Fresh
mint

Aubergine

Jade

Wasabi

Pistachio

Peacock

Blue
mint

Lizard

Sky

Malt

Ocean

Nugget

Cobalt

Nickel

Blue
nickel

Arctic white

Arctic white

Sky blue

Platinum

Seagull

Nickel

Stone

Era*

Pink

Cloud

Surface material images are provided as a
preliminary color reference and should not
be used for final color selection.
*Available April 2020
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Surface Materials
Fabric (cont.)
Medley

Omni-R

Coconut

Otto

Mustard
yellow

Grey
brown

Peacock

Dark pink		

Grey

Cloud

Lizard

Orange mix		

Pepper

Maize

Olive

Red

Pepper
black

Tangerine

Grass

Cherry red		

Scarlet

Honey

Sky blue

Crimson

Coral

Water blue		

Blue jay

Saffron

Denim

Azure blue

Merlot

Blue jean		

Sapphire

Aubergine

Blue

Ink blue

Lagoon

Blue purple		

Hydrangea

Bluestone

Purple

Wasabi

Smoke

Dark purple		

Malt

Iron

Apple green

Cork

Ash

Dark green		

Cocoa

Charcoal

Khaki green

Nickel

Beige

Rhino

Chamois

Ebony

Khaki
Mocha
Light grey

Surface material images are provided as a
preliminary color reference and should not
be used for final color selection.
*Available April 2020
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Sustainability
We believe that providing the best solutions for
our customers begins by ensuring they’re the best
solutions for our environment. Every step of the
way – through design, manufacturing, delivery, and
product lifecycle – we consider the impact of our
work on people and the environment.
Migration SE Pro is offered with our standard
12-year guarantee.

For more than 107 years, Steelcase
has provided insight-led solutions
to create great work and education
experiences for the world’s leading
organisations. Along with our family
of brands, we offer a comprehensive
portfolio of furniture and technology
products and services that inspire
people to do their best work.
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